MEMORANDUM
To:

Dan Folke and Michelle Anthony

From:

Jeremy Nelson, Daniele Petrone, and Tim Ware

Date:

August 9, 2012

Subject:

Manitou Springs RPP Study: Technical Memorandum #2 – Final RPP Program
Recommendations – Final Submittal

Purpose of this Memo
Residents of Manitou Springs have expressed concerns about residential parking problems. The
City of Manitou Springs is evaluating the best options for Residential Parking Permit (RPP)
program to help address these issues, and has contracted with Nelson\Nygaard to develop a
proposal for RPP program in Manitou Springs.
This memorandum is Nelson\Nygaard’s finalized scoped deliverable Technical Memorandum #2
“RPP Program Recommendations.” The initial draft of this memorandum included a best
practices review of key principles for managing residential parking, pros and cons of different
approaches, and lessons learned. This finalized draft includes the following:


Executive Summary of RPP Recommendations. A high-level summary of all
Nelson\Nygaard recommendations.



Why RPP? A brief overview of RPP as a parking management solution, and the goals for
RPP in Manitou Springs.



Recommended RPP Program Boundaries. The recommended program
boundaries, based on the previously submitted existing conditions analysis and
community member input, and supplemented with an analysis of on-street parking
inventories and utilization rates, auto ownership rates, and additional community input
at a public workshop held on June 14th, 2012.



Final RPP Recommendations and Program Elements. A summary of
recommended elements, including the number of permits issued, prices, technology
options, program administration and enforcement, and order-of-magnitude cost
estimates. The recommended elements are based upon all work to date and experience
with similar projects.



Necessary RPP Implementation Steps. A summary of necessary steps for RPP
implementation, including sections of the City code that must be amended, an
implementation timeline, and implementation responsibilities.



RPP -Supportive Parking Management Recommendations. Various additional
parking management strategies for City consideration to maximize the efficacy and
efficiency of the RPP program, and reduce any potential negative impacts of its
implementation.
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Next Steps for the Consultant Team. A summary of the consultant team’s next steps
on this project.
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Executive Summary of RPP Recommendations
As detailed in Nelson\Nygaard’s Technical Memorandum #1 “Existing Conditions Analysis,”
during periods of high visitation (including weekends, summer months, and special events)
parking utilization in Manitou Springs exhibits significant peaking resulting in high non-resident
parking spillover problems on residential streets. During these times, on-street and off-street
utilization peak at rates higher than target rates, meaning many residents are stuck searching or
“cruising” for parking in their own neighborhoods. This peaking of demand has also created
resident frustration due to decreased availability of parking within close proximity to their homes.
The difficulty in finding parking during the summer may also dissuade some visitors from
frequenting Manitou Springs, thereby hindering economic activity.
The primary goal of an RPP is to manage parking “spillover” into residential neighborhoods. RPPs
work best in neighborhoods that are impacted by high parking demand from other uses, such as
the residential areas surrounding downtown Manitou Springs and tourist and recreational uses
along Ruxton Avenue.
Based upon staff and stakeholder input, and an analysis of parking inventory, parking utilization,
and auto ownership rates, we propose the City pursue RPP to address parking spillover,
and establish three distinct RPP zones (as shown in Figure 1 on page 12):


Zone 1: Ruxton Avenue – west of Manitou Avenue, Osage Avenue, Manitou Place, and
Uinta Road



Zone 2: North – north of Manitou Avenue and west of Deer Path Road



Zone 3: South – south of Manitou Avenue and west of Deer Path Road

Zone 1 exhibits more consistent peaking of parking demand throughout the day, especially during
peak summer months and weekends. It also is affected by non-resident overnight parking by
hikers visiting the Barr and Incline Trails. Zones 2 and 3 are still impacted by parking spillover
during peak months, but mostly during large events. They also are not as impacted by nonresident overnight parking. As such, different rules, regulations, and enforcement hours should
apply to each zone, as described in greater detail in the following sections.
We recommend at this time that all residential and mixed-use streets in each of the proposed RPP
zones be included in the RPP program. Two street types that should be exempted include purely
commercial streets and streets that don’t have any on-street spaces.

Summary of Recommended RPP Program Components
The specific program elements proposed by Nelson\Nygaard include the following:


Boundaries: Three distinct RPP zones (see Figure 1 on page 12).


Zone 1: Ruxton



Zone 2: North



Zone 3: South



Number of residential permits issued: Limit to a cap of 2 vehicles per household,
with a process to allow more if individual shows compelling case of hardship. More or less
may be made available depending on the specific circumstances in a street or area.



Free residential guest parking: Residents allowed one free guest parking permit per
year, valid for the entire year. Additional guest passes can be purchased by residents for
$5 a day (the equivalent cost of parking in the Barr Trail lot).
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Free and priced non-residential visitor parking:


Zone 1: Priced ($2 per hour)



Zones 2 and 3: Free for limited amount of time (2 hours)



Lodge permit parking program for paying guests of hotels, motels, B & Bs, etc.

Permit costs:








1

o

1st and 2nd permit: Free

o

Additional permits (if approved by parking manager) on a tiered scale:


3rd permit: $75 per year



4th permit: $125 per year



5th permit: $200 per year

Residents’ guests:
o

1 free yearly pass per year per household

o

Additional daily passes: $5 each



Permits renewed annually



RPP revenue would be used to cover cost of program administration. Should the
program generate net revenue, the City should either reduce permit prices or use
revenue to improve/expand the RPP Program as needed or improve the City’s general
parking demand management program.

Permit types:


Residents and Time-Limited Visitors: No physical permit, enforcement via license
plate recognition (LPR) technology



Resident Guests: If possible, enforcement will be done via LPR technology and no
physical permit will be required.1 Otherwise, annual and daily physical permits for
resident guests will be required.

Days, hours, and type of operation: Vary by zone, as shown below.




Residents (per household):

Zone 1:
o

Priced Parking 6:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders exempt)

o

Permit Parking Only 5:00 PM – 6:00 AM



Zone 2: Two-hour Parking 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders
exempt)



Zone 3: Two-hour Parking 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders
exempt)



RPP restrictions would be primarily enforced through License Plate Reader (LPR)
technology, with additional parking control officers supporting enforcement
activities.

Distribution system: Initially, applications would be in person, requiring proof of
residency, photo ID, and vehicle registration information. Thereafter, renewal could
potentially take place online.

Preliminary conversations with purveyors revealed that this type of technology is not yet available, but may be in the future.
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Staffing: New Parking Manager position to manage the RPP program (as well as other
parking management duties) and additional enforcement staff (as needed if VLPR is not
implemented). If the City elects to implement VLPR technology, we believe existing
enforcement staff can adequately handle the added enforcement need of the RPP
program.



Initiation process: Simple majority (50% + 1) resident approval, with Parking
Manager discretion to expand or contract RPP districts if needed to respond to changing
parking conditions.



Signage. Simple and streamlined, consistent with best practices from other
communities and character of Manitou Springs historic residential neighborhoods.
Potential opportunity to develop a unified signage program to create a consistent and
aesthetically-appropriate “look and feel” for not only RPP signs but all other signage as
well.

Summary of Recommended RPP Program Implementation Steps
The major RPP implementation steps include:


Parking Authority Board (PBA) meeting. The PAB will review and provide advisory
feedback to the City on the final consultant recommendations in this memo.



City Council meetings:





Informational session with City Council. During this meeting, the consultant team
will present their recommendations and be available to answer questions.



First reading. The City Council must approve the consultant’s RPP recommendations
and the necessary amendment elements to the Municipal Code.



Second reading.

Hiring process. The City must hire a Parking Manager and the Police Department may
need to hire additional enforcement officers (if the City does not purchase VLPR). There
are two options available:






City staff:
o

Immediately hire full time City employee as Parking Manager (more time
intensive for City staff and longer RPP implementation timeline).

o

Hire new enforcement staff as needed as the number of block segments included
in RPP grows beyond what existing enforcement staff can handle in addition to
typical enforcement responsibilities and special duties.

Use a consultant as contract staff (less time-intensive for City staff and a fast-tracked
RPP implementation timeline). If this option is selected the City should
simultaneously conduct a search for the Parking Manager who will then transition
over to running the RPP program.

Equipment procurement and installation.


Payment technology: In areas where paid visitor parking is recommended, we suggest
inviting several parking kiosk vendors to install paystations that meet City
requirements for 30 day trials, enabling residents and visitors to test the various
models. The paystations that perform the best during the 30-day trial can be
procured and installed.
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Enforcement technology: If the City elects to use VLPR enforcement technology, the
equipment must be procured and installed on the existing enforcement vehicle.



Residential petition process and City review. Each block segment in each zone will
have to petition via simple majority to be eligible for the program. The City would then
need to conduct a detailed analysis of parking conditions in each zone, though consultant
work to date and previous data collection completed to date from various sources may
suffice for some streets in some of the proposed RPP zones.



Training and internal organization. New and existing staff will need to be trained
regarding program and technology protocols.



Program rollout. If the City elects to immediately hire full-time City employees for the
Parking Manager position and/or additional enforcement employees, rollout should be
possible within five months. If the City elects to use contract staff for program initiation,
the program could be up and running in just over three months and ready to turn over to
City employees to manage if desired.

Summary of RPP-Supportive Parking Management Recommendations
In addition to the recommended RPP program outlined in the preceding sections, the consultant
team proposes the following suite of parking management techniques to ensure the efficacy of the
RPP program, minimize potential spillover concerns caused by RPP implementation, and
maximize the general efficiency and customer friendliness of parking in Manitou Springs:
1. Implement Paid Parking in Downtown Manitou Springs In Tandem With or
Immediately After RPP Implementation. Paid parking Downtown will complement
RPP Program goals, encouraging the use of prime “front-door” parking spaces by
shoppers, increasing turnover, and incentivizing the use of off-street or satellite lots by
long-term visitors or employees. Implementing paid parking will also curtail any
potential spillover that results from RPP implementation.
2. As a Long-Term Solution, Create a System of Satellite Parking Lots and
Shuttle Service During Times of Peak Demand. While the implementation of the
RPP Program and priced Downtown parking are parking management techniques to ease
the pain of parking issues during times of peak demand, the implementation of remote
parking/shuttle services is a longer-term solution to the peak-time structural parking
deficit in Manitou Springs.
3. Institute a Comprehensive System of Parking Specific Wayfinding. Parking
wayfinding signage would better distribute parking demand to currently underutilized
on- and off-street facilities. In general, wayfinding is a particularly important strategy
during peak summer months, when a large portion of those traveling to and through
Manitou Springs are not familiar with the area.
4. Move Parking Enforcement Responsibilities Back to the Manitou Springs
Police Department. To better handle the increase in enforcement needs and staffing,
we recommend that parking enforcement responsibilities be once again taken on by the
Manitou Springs Police Department. Planning staff should still handle all administration
duties, and the Parking Manager should be located in the Planning Department to ensure
that parking is coordinated with other planning initiatives. Furthermore, we recommend
that parking revenues from paid parking and citations should go into a parking enterprise
fund overseen by the City Parking Manager to ensure that parking control officers are
adequately staffed to handle Manitou Springs’ growing parking enforcement needs and
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not called away from their core enforcement duties to support the Police Department
except in the case of emergencies.
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CONSULTANT RECOMMENDATIONS
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Why RPP?
RPP Overview
A residential permit program (RPP) operates by exempting permitted vehicles from the parking
restrictions and time limits for non-metered, on-street parking spaces within a geographic area. A
conventional RPP is one that allows those without a permit to park for generally two to four hours
during a specified time frame, such as 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM, Monday to Friday. Permit holders
are exempt from these regulations and able to essentially store their vehicle on-street. Ownership
of a permit, however, does not guarantee the availability of a parking space and for this reason it
is important not to sell too many permits far in excess of available curb spaces.
The primary goal of an RPP programs is to manage parking “spillover” into residential
neighborhoods. RPPs work best in neighborhoods that are impacted by high parking demand
from other uses, such as:


Large employers



Universities, colleges, neighborhood schools, or hospitals



Transit stations



Popular commercial, retail, entertainment, tourist, or recreational destinations

By managing parking spillover from non-residents, RPPs can ensure that residential
neighborhoods are not overwhelmed by commuters, employees, or visitors, thereby enabling local
residents to park their vehicles on-street more easily and conveniently. RPPs are especially
important in older, historic neighborhoods where many buildings were built with limited or no
off-street parking.
All of these conditions apply in Manitou Springs: popular tourist and recreational destinations
cause non-resident spillover parking into adjacent residential districts. Many homes in these
same areas have limited or no off-street parking. For this reason, the consultant team believes
that RPP is a necessary parking management strategy for Manitou Springs and that this program
will significantly improve parking conditions in residential neighborhoods as it has done in other
communities.
Key Principles for Manitou Spring’s RPP Program
Based on our review of best practices, lessons learned from communities with existing RPP
programs, and stakeholder and City staff input, the consultant team believes that the Manitou
Springs RPP Program should adhere to the following key principles in order to be successful.
These principles include:
1.

Be clear that RPP is the best parking management option available and has
community support.

2. Do not issue more permits that there are available curb spaces.
3. Prioritize parking for residents and their guests, including a limited number of
free or low-cost parking permits.
4. Limit residents with off-street parking from purchasing RPP permits (except
block your own driveway; see page 24) by using tiered pricing or regulatory prohibitions.
5.

Do not waste excess parking supply: allow non-resident visitors to purchase
parking where parking is available and at market rates.
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6. Use any surplus revenues to fund improvements to the citywide parking
demand management program.
7.

Incorporate clear signage and user-friendly technology options so the program is easy to
understand for motorists and simple to enforce for staff.

8. Ensure that RPP program has adequate staffing for ongoing management and
enforcement necessary to operate the program successfully. (A poorly run RPP
program is worse than no program at all!)
Implementing the RPP program in adherence with these principles will ensure that it not only
improves parking conditions for residents and their guests but also makes excess parking
available for non-resident visitors where appropriate.
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Recommended RPP District Boundaries
Based upon staff and stakeholder input to date and an analysis of parking inventory, parking
utilization, and auto ownership rates, we propose the City establish three distinct RPP
zones (as shown in Figure 1):


Zone 1: Ruxton Avenue – west of Manitou Avenue, Osage Avenue, Manitou Place, and
Uinta Road



Zone 2: North – north of Manitou Avenue and west of Deer Path Road



Zone 3: South – south of Manitou Avenue and west of Deer Path Road

Zone 1 exhibits more consistent peaking of parking demand throughout the day, especially during
peak summer months and weekends. It also is affected by non-resident overnight parking by
hikers visiting the Barr and Incline Trails. Zones 2 and 3 are still impacted by parking spillover
during peak months, but mostly during large events. They also are not as impacted by nonresident overnight parking. As such, different rules, regulations, and enforcement hours should
apply to each zone, as described in greater detail in the following sections.
We recommend at this time that all residential and mixed-use streets in each of the proposed RPP
zones be included in the RPP program. Two street types that should be exempted include purely
commercial streets and streets that don’t have any on-street spaces. Including all residential or
mixed-use streets with on-street parking in the RPP Program will maximize the curb parking
spaces available to residents and their guests, increase revenue from non-resident visitor parking
(where appropriate) to pay help pay for program costs, and increase the overall success and
flexibility of the program. Boundaries could be contracted for streets where community and City
consensus suggests that RPP is not needed at this time.
Once the RPP program is established, as discussed in greater detail in the preceding section,
residents in the proposed zones must petition to be a part of the program. We propose a simple
majority (50% + 1) resident approval be required for RPP approval.
There is potential that implementation of RPP could create additional spillover into areas just
outside of the boundaries of the proposed RPP districts. Boundaries may need to be adjusted in
the future to respond to changes in demand and paid parking may need to be implemented in
commercial areas to ensure that parking spillover from residential areas doesn’t compromise the
viability of local businesses.
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Figure 1

Proposed RPP Zone Boundaries

Note: This map was created in Illustrator since GIS shapefiles for Manitou Springs streets weren’t available. It should be converted to a GIS layer using street
shapefiles so the City Parking Manager can adjust program boundaries dynamically as new streets opt into the respective RPP zones.
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Recommended RPP Program Elements
Given RPP program key principles, best practices, and community and City input, the consultant
team has developed the following suite of recommended RPP program elements for Manitou
Springs. Below is a bulleted summary of the proposed program, with more information on each
element in the proceeding sections.

Summary of proposed program
The specific program elements proposed by Nelson\Nygaard include the following:


Boundaries: Three distinct RPP zones (see Figure 1 on page 12).


Zone 1: Ruxton



Zone 2: North



Zone 3: South



Number of residential permits issued: Limit to a cap of 2 vehicles per household,
with a process to allow more if individual shows compelling case of hardship. More or less
may be made available depending on the specific circumstances in a street or area.



Free residential guest parking: Residents allowed one free guest parking permit per
year, valid for the entire year. Additional guest passes can be purchased by residents for
$5 a day (the equivalent cost of parking in the Barr Trail lot).



Free and priced non-residential visitor parking:





Zone 1: Priced ($2 per hour)



Zones 2 and 3: Free for limited amount of time (2 hours)



Lodge permit parking program for paying guests of hotels, motels, B & Bs, etc.

Permit costs:






Residents (per household):
o

1st and 2nd permit: Free

o

Additional permits (if approved by parking manager) on a tiered scale:


3rd permit: $75 per year



4th permit: $125 per year



5th permit: $200 per year

Residents’ guests:
o

1 free yearly pass per year per household

o

Additional daily passes: $5 each



Permits renewed annually



RPP revenue would be used to cover cost of program administration. Should the
program generate net revenue, the City should either reduce permit prices or use
revenue to improve/expand the RPP Program as needed or improve the City’s general
parking demand management program.

Permit types:


Residents and Time-Limited Visitors: No physical permit, enforcement via license
plate recognition (LPR) technology.
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Resident Guests: If possible, enforcement will be done via LPR technology and no
physical permit will be required. Otherwise, annual and daily permits for resident
guests will be required.2

Days, hours, and type of operation: Vary by zone, as shown below.


Zone 1:
o

Priced Parking 6:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders exempt)

o

Permit Parking Only 5:00 PM – 6:00 AM



Zone 2: Two-hour Parking 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders
exempt)



Zone 3: Two-hour Parking 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders
exempt)



RPP restrictions would be primarily enforced through License Plate Reader (LPR)
technology, with additional parking control officers supporting enforcement
activities.



Distribution system: Initially, applications would be in person, requiring proof of
residency, photo ID, and vehicle registration information. Thereafter, renewal could
potentially take place online.



Staffing: New Parking Manager position to manage the RPP program (as well as other
parking management duties) and additional enforcement staff (as needed if VLPR is not
implemented). If the City elects to implement VLPR technology, we believe existing
enforcement staff can adequately handle the added enforcement need of the RPP
program.



Initiation process: Simple majority (50% + 1) resident approval, with Parking
Manager discretion to expand or contract RPP districts if needed to respond to changing
parking conditions.



Signage. Simple and streamlined, consistent with best practices from other
communities and character of Manitou Springs historic residential neighborhoods.
Potential opportunity to develop a unified signage program to create a consistent and
aesthetically-appropriate “look and feel” for not only RPP signs but all other signage as
well.

Number of residential permits issued
To ensure on-street availability for resident permit-holders, it is recommended that a strict cap on
the number of permits per household be enforced, with an appeals process to allow additional
permits be purchased upon display of compelling hardship. The consultant team proposes
no more than 2 permits be allowed per household. More or less may be made
available depending on the specific circumstances in a street or area, at the
discretion of the Parking Manager and other City staff. As we are proposing a cap per
household, a waiting list will not necessary, unless the City deems it appropriate for permits
allowed in excess of the proposed cap.
In order to determine how many permits could be issued to each household without exceeding
available curb parking supply, Nelson\Nygaard developed a preliminary analysis of the amount of

2

Preliminary conversations with purveyors revealed that this type of technology is not yet available, but may be in the future.
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on- and off-street parking spaces in each proposed RPP zone, as well as total number of residentowned vehicles per zone.
The estimates for on-street spaces for each street in each zone were developed using street length
measurements and the following caveats and inputs:


The industry standard of 20 feet per
on-street space was used.



Only publically-available on-street
spaces were counted.



Spot checks revealed that
approximately 20% of public curb
space is unavailable for parking (due
to driveways, curb cuts, no parking
zones, etc.). The industry rule of
thumb is 10% to 20%, depending on
the age and context for the area, so a
higher end of the range is expected
for older neighborhoods with shorter
blocks lengths.



Many streets only allow (or are only
wide enough for) parking on one side
of the street, while others don’t allow
any parking at all.



For some streets (including Ruxton,
Park Avenue, and Canon Avenue),
existing on-street inventory data was
used from the City of Manitou
Springs, CO Parking Management
Study (Carl Walker, Inc., December
21 2007) and the Manitou Incline
Site Development and Management
Plan (Cities of Colorado Springs and
Manitou Springs, February 4th,
2011). For the remaining streets,
recent aerial photographs were used
to estimate total number of on-street spaces.

Successful Examples – Number
of Permits Issued
The overall number of permits issued under an
RPP program can be constrained to reduce the
level of competition between permit-holders for
limited curbside spaces. The number of offered
permits can be limited to the number of
program-regulated spaces. A market-based
approach to permit pricing can also serve to
bring demand in line with supply. In North
America however, some programs do not contain
any limits on the overall number of permits
offered under the program, (for example
permits greatly outnumber regulated spaces in
Boston.
A more common means of managing permit
supply is to reduce the quantity for which
individuals or households are eligible. This can
be done by setting limits per household (Los
Angeles, San Francisco), registered vehicle (most
common), or resident (Minneapolis). This can also
be done using a tiered pricing strategy, where
the fee increases with each permit provided to
each individual or household (Toronto).
Furthermore, when capping the number of
permits issued at the number of regulated onstreet spaces, cities can maintain a “wait list” to
handle remaining demand, using a progressive
pricing strategy to favor first permit availability
for those without off-street options.

Based on the above analysis, the following are preliminary estimates of the supply of onstreet spaces in each proposed RPP zone:


Zone 1: 403 spaces



Zone 2: 378 spaces



Zone 3: 476 spaces

The number of resident-owned vehicles for each zone was calculated using Assessor’s Office data
and data from the American Community Survey (2006-2010 ACS 5-year estimates). Multiplying
average citywide household auto ownership rates (from the ACS) by number of households per
zone (from the Assessor’s Office) resulted in the following preliminary estimate of residentowned vehicles in each proposed RPP zone:
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Zone 1: 573



Zone 2: 350



Zone 3: 550

As data about whether buildings in Manitou Springs have off-street parking is not available from
the Assessor’s Office, the City conducted spot checks of existing off-street parking spaces. Staff
counted all off-street spaces in Zone 1, and only off-street spaces along Grand Avenue,
Washington Avenue, and Duclo Avenue in Zones 2 and 3. All garage, surface, and driveway spaces
were counted.
As a part of the off-street parking analysis, the consultant team made the following assumptions:


While the Zone 1 off-street inventory is a complete picture of the total number of offstreet spaces in the district, only data for specific corridors in Zones 2 and 3 was collected.
An average of off-street spaces per parcel was calculated for Grand, Washington, and
Duclo Avenues. These were used to arrive at an estimate for the total number of off-street
spaces in Zones 2 and 3 by multiplying by the total number of occupied parcels.



It was assumed that all off-street spaces are being used for parking, and not other
activities such as storage.

The above analysis yielded to following preliminary estimates of the supply of off-street
spaces in each proposed RPP zone:


Zone 1: 361



Zone 2: 335



Zone 3: 249

We acknowledge that this represents a very rough estimate based on the only data available to us.
This estimate can be adjusted for each proposed zone based on City staff and community feedback
and/or additional project team spot check data collection (sampling) for representative street
types in each of the proposed RPP zones. The City could increase this cap at a later date if it is
found that districts have excess parking supplies and a need for additional permits.
As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, based upon the analysis described above each zone currently
has enough on-street spaces to serve resident needs. After resident parking demand is met, Zones
1, 2, and 3 have 191, 363, and 174 surplus on-street spaces available, respectively, which can be
utilized by resident guests and/or paid non-resident visitors.
While every household is eligible for one annual parking pass, it is highly unlikely that one or
more guests for every household will be parked on-street at any time (i.e. at any given point in
time, some households will have several guests while others have few or no guests). The program
will need to be evaluated periodically to understand typical/peak guest parking demand to ensure
that resident guest parking demand doesn’t reduce availability of on-street spaces for residents in
any zone, thereby requiring a reduction in the number of resident guest permits issued in that
zone.
In addition to one annual guest permit issued per household, residents can also get an unlimited
number of 1-day guest passes for $5 each. The number of 1-day guest passes requested can’t be
estimated prior to the initiation of the program. It is highly unlikely that the number of 1-day
resident guest parking permits issued in any zone would ever be so large that it would exceed the
total on-street parking supply allocated to both residents and visitors in this analysis. However,
as mentioned above, the program will need to be evaluated periodically to ensure that the number
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of annual and 1-day resident guest passes issued never exceeds the total on-street parking supply
allocated to visitors (i.e. the total on-street supply net of resident permits issued in that zone
and/or actual resident parking demand). This should be done in order to ensure that an excessive
number of 1-day resident guest passes and/or guest parking demand don’t temporarily reduce the
availability of on-street parking for residents.
In light of the above, we believe sufficient on-street capacity exists for the RPP program proposed
in this document, but a strict cap of 2 permits per household is needed given the uncertainty
surrounding utilization of guest passes and off-street supplies in Zones 2 and 3. This cap should
serve as a guideline; more or less passes may be made available per household depending on the
specific circumstances in a street or area, at the discretion of the Parking Manager and other City
staff.
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Figure 2

On- and Off-Street Inventories, by Proposed RPP Zone
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Zone 1

346

573

361

361

63%

212

403

212

37%

100%

191

346

18

Zone 2

211

350

335

335

96%

15

378

15

4%

100%

363

211

257

Zone 3

332

550

249

249

45%

302

476

302

55%

100%

174

332

8

Field data collected by City staff from the public right-of-way. Assumes that all off-street parking spaces are used for their intended purpose of parking vehicles. The goal of RPP is to use
permit prices to provide a financial incentive to encourage those who have off-street parking to use it for parking their vehicles, so we believe this assumption is reasonable for planning
purposes.
4 This assumes that all resident vehicles are on-street at any given time, when in practice many residents drive their vehicles to work, are out in the evening, or on weekend trips and/or
vacations. So this is a “worst case” estimate and resident on-street parking demand will generally be less than this number.
5 Based on maximum number of annual resident guest permits that can be issued according to consultant recommendations of 1 per household.
6 Total parking demand from residents’ guests can’t be calculated precisely prior to program implementation. At any given time most households will have no guests, some will have more 1 or
2 guest vehicles, and some will have a large number of guest vehicles. However, we conservatively estimate a “worst case” on-street parking demand from resident guests as 0.5 guest
vehicles per household in each of the respective RPP zones. Based on our experience and professional judgment, we believe that resident guest parking demand will never exceed this level;
for example, one way to envision this level of resident guest parking is if half of the households in any give zone had 1 contractor or guest vehicle parked on-street on a weekday afternoon.
Monitoring of resident guest permit sales and parking demand as part of RPP program implementation will allow the City to calibrate this preliminary estimate, and adjust program
implementation if necessary. However, this “worst case” estimate suggests that even after resident and resident guest on-street parking demand have been met, there will still be a few onstreet spaces available for visitors on a paid basis (Zone 1) or time-limited basis (Zone 2 and 3).
3
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Figure 3

Number of Resident Vehicles and Total Parking Supply, by Proposed RPP Zone
Number of Vehicles
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Free residential guest parking
Each household would also be granted free guest parking. The following guest parking practices
are recommended for the Manitou Springs Residential Parking Program:


If it is determined that guest enforcement cannot be undertaken using VLPR technology,
issue one hang tag type permit per household that is valid for one calendar
year at the time the residential permits are issued to the resident.



The guest permit should have an individual identification number that is tied to the host
residential permit holder.



The guest permit should be designed using a holographic logo to prevent any persons
from copying or reproducing the permit.



The guest permit should have the residential host permit address printed on it and the
ordinance regulate that the guest permit is only valid in the vicinity of the host permit
address.



Guest’s permits are only to be used when the guest is actually at the host permit
residence. All other uses will be subject to fines and penalties. The residential host permit
holder will be responsible for all misuse and would be subject to lose the guest permit for
repeated violations.



The guest permit program should allow for the residence to obtain multiple temporary
permits on those occasions that more than one guest may be accommodated. These
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temporary permits should be valid for no longer than one day. The temporary permits
should be designed so that the validity dates, address, license plate, residential zone
indicator and host permit number are all displayed. We recommend each daily pass
be priced at $5, the equivalent of parking for a day in the Barr Trail parking
lot.


Lost guest permits shall be replaced at a fee when a new permit is issued. The old permit
number should be placed on a hot list for enforcement purposes.

Figure 4 shows an example of a residential guest RPP permit from Aspen CO.

Figure 4

Example of Resident Guest Permit

Source: City of Aspen, CO

Free and priced non-residential visitor parking
As proposed, the RPP program would allow non-resident parking at market rates in
Zone 1 ($2 per hour) and for free for a restricted amount of time within Zones 2 and
3. See the enforcement section below for specific time allotments by district.
The recommended $2 per hour charge for parking along Ruxton Avenue is twice the rate of the
nearest off-street lot ($1 per hour). This is an initial price that will be adjusted by City staff in
response to demand patterns over time. The price may change along these streets to better reflect
demand for these prime “front-door” spaces. Again, residents with valid RPP permits would be
eligible to park at metered spaces for free.
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The consultant team also recommends analyzing the potential of additional parking management
techniques to accommodate non-residential visitor parking, as discussed in greater detail in the
RPP-Supportive Parking Management Recommendations section. These include:


Pricing downtown on-street spaces and either exempting all RPP permit holders from
posted rates and regulations, or initiating a shopper permit program for residents at a
deeply discounted rate.



Pricing downtown off-street spaces at a competitive rate to encourage use of off-street
supply.



Creating satellite parking lots and shuttle services during times of peak demand.



Instituting a comprehensive system of parking specific wayfinding, as well as general
wayfinding for all modes of travel.



Upon further study and data collection, potentially exempting a percentage of on-street
spaces from RPP regulations so that excess curb spaces can be made available to visitors
at market rates where there are spaces available and resident permit fees can be kept low.

It should be noted that the Metropolitan Parking District (Metro) is considering purchasing new
payment kiosks at their off-street lots. This presents an opportunity to jointly purchase multispace meters for Metro lots, the recommended priced parking on Ruxton, and the recommended
priced parking Downtown (as discussed in greater detail in the RPP-Supportive Parking
Management Recommendations section). Purchasing the same equipment would reduce costs
and improve the general customer-friendliness of the parking system.
The consultant team also recommends inviting several parking kiosk vendors to install meters
that meet City requirements for 30 day trials, enabling residents and visitors to test the various
models. This would ensure the customer friendliness of purchased kiosks and their
appropriateness for the Manitou Springs parking system. Many parking vendors have
participated in similar “beauty contests” nationwide.
It should also be noted that some limited metering may be warranted or desirable where there is
available capacity and heavy employee or visitor usage in Zones 2 and 3 (as is proposed above for
Zone 1), upon discretion of the Parking Manger and City staff.
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Successful Examples – Non-Residential Visitor Parking
Another approach for non-residential visitor parking is to charge non-resident visitors market
rates to park on-street in residential neighborhoods. This can be done by issuing market-rate
visitor permits comparable to surrounding off-street parking facilities. In Santa Cruz, CA and
West Hollywood, CA non-resident visitor permits are available for purchase for employees
and business owners who work adjacent to a permit area. In some cases, proof of
employment or ownership is required. The program allows permit holders to park on a
designated block face only in a residential program area and exempts commuter vehicles
from the daytime 2-hour parking restrictions, however, commuter vehicles are not allowed to
park overnight. These permits are only available for streets that have residential parking
occupancies of less than 75% during daytime restricted parking hours and the number of nonresident permits that may be sold per block face is limited to the number of available parking
spaces based on historical demand patterns.
As a popular beach town with relatively high density and limited off-street parking, the City
of Hermosa Beach has implemented a RPP program with several innovative aspects. Resident
permit holders may park at any “yellow meter” (meters with the heads painted yellow) without
paying the meter and may park in one-hour time limited zones for an unlimited time within the
boundaries of the PPD area. By combining its meter areas with a permit program, Hermosa
Beach can not only benefit a broader class of users, but also maximize the use of on-street
spaces while raising additional parking revenue.

Additionally, the consultant team recommends implementing a lodge parking
permit system as a part of the RPP Program. Within the proposed Manitou Springs RPP
zones, there are many lodges and bed & breakfast businesses. Off-street parking for these
establishments is very limited, and these businesses rely on allowing their guests to park onstreet. Lodge visitors are high-value customers who stay multiple days, frequenting restaurants
and retail shopping areas.
A lodge permit program is simple to implement and works similarly to the proposed guest pass.
Lodges located within a residential zone will be allowed to purchase the permits in advance for
their customers. The permits are designed so that the lodge name, vehicle license plate, and valid
dates can all be hand written in by the lodge owner or representative upon check in. The guest
must then display the permit in their vehicle, exempting them from time restrictions and
payment.
The consultant team proposes the following regulations for the lodge permit parking program:


A fee of $1.00 - $2.00 per permit, charged to the lodge



Permits may only be valid for up to seven days



Permits are only to be used by registered guests



Employees, or non-registered guests, found to be using lodge permits will be subject to
fines and penalties



Guest vehicles are required to be parked in the vicinity of the lodge, displaying an
approved lodge permit



Multiple abuses of the permits by a lodge could result in loss of using the lodge permit
program for a prescribed time period
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Figure 5

Distribution of lodge permits should only be done at the parking office and only sold to
the lodge owner or designated representative

Example of Lodge Permit

Source: City of Aspen, CO

Permit costs
Given the high demand for parking and limited supply of on-street spaces in Manitou Springs, it
is recommended that permits be priced at an escalating rate to encourage residents
to make full use of their garages and purchase only the number of permits they
actually need. Initial prices for the RPP are proposed below, which are comparative to RPPs in
similar jurisdictions. The City may need to adjust (up or down) the pricing structure in future
years to respond to evolving demand for permits.


Permits are valid from January 1st to December 31st



1st permit: Free



2nd permit: Free



3rd permit (if allowed): $75 per year



4th permit (if allowed): $125 per year
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5th permit (if allowed) :$200 per year



Lost or replacement permit: $200 without proration



Guest permits: One free annual permit, additional daily permits $5

If the City doesn’t completely prohibit households with access to off-street parking from getting
an on-street parking permit, permits to these households could be limited using a fee structure
that is higher than the price for households without access to off-street parking. The more
expensive permit pricing for households with access to off-street parking will help discourage use
of off-street parking garages for storage and maximize the efficiency of the limited on-street
parking system. As noted in previous sections, some additional data collection and enforcement
would be necessary to implement this type of differential pricing structure.
The City could also elect to enable households with access to off-street parking to purchase “Block
Your Own Driveway” (BYOD) permits. In RPP zones, the cost for a BYOD permit would be
assessed a surcharge above and beyond the “regular” RPP permit price, and the surcharge would
need to be high enough to cover likely increased costs of this service but not so high as to
discourage households from participating. For multifamily rental housing, the City should require
proof of permission from the property owner before issuing a BYOD permit. In multifamily
condominium buildings, the City should require proof of permission from the Homeowners
Association before issuing a BYOD permit. Under current City code, blocking one’s own driving is
not currently allowed; an amendment would be necessary for the implementation of BYOD
permits.
Additionally, households falling on zone boundaries should be given the option to purchase twozone permits, based upon staff review. Attaining such a permit should be considered the
equivalent of purchasing two permits, meaning only one per household should be offered for free,
and permits that are paid for should be twice the cost of permits for one zone only.

Successful Examples – Permit Costs
Setting the permit fee is a primary component of program design. Some cities, like Boston,
offer the permits free of charge, treating the program as a “service provided to residents.” In
the United States, fees are frequently priced at a level that offsets most or all of the
program’s administrative costs ($15-$60 annually). In contrast, Canadian cities commonly set
their fees much higher ($10-$40 per month), and base the fees on the cost of roadway
maintenance (set at the cost of maintaining one space worth of roadway for a year) as well as
program administration. While this is likely a result of the elevated costs of maintaining
curbside access in winter-prone Canadian municipalities (Ottawa increases its monthly RPP fee
250% during winter), the model, along with other pricing strategies aimed at reducing
demand, is gaining supporters in U.S. cities.

Permit types
We propose Manitou Springs invest in Vehicle-Mounted License Plate Recognition
(VLPR) technology to enforce RPP regulations, as well as other current and future
parking regulations in other areas. VLPR technology offers the potential to reducing staff
and labor costs, as well as increasing citation revenue, resulting in long term savings.
The following is a cost breakdown of the two types of residential enforcement.
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On-Foot Staffing


This would require at least two FTE’s, if retained annually at a cost of $23,566 ea.



Benefits would be an additional: $10,500 ea.



Total annual: $68,132

License Plate Recognition (vehicle-mounted)


Delivered, installed and one year warranty: $48,000



Microsoft SQL server: $4,000



Does not include enforcement vehicle, as the LPR system can be installed on the
existing City enforcement vehicle.



No new staffing would be required.

As shown in Figure 6, while VLPR requires a larger upfront expense, the system will pay for itself
in its first year of use.

Figure 6

Sample Enforcement Cost Breakdowns
On-Foot

VLPR

$68,132.00

$0.00

Delivery and Installation (onetime fee)

$0.00

$48,000.00

Microsoft SOL Server

$0.00

$4,000.00

New Labor Costs (yearly)

Total Cumulative Additional Costs
Year 1

$68,132.00

$52,000.00

Year 2

$136,264.00

$0.00

Year 3

$204,396.00

$0.00

Vehicle-Mounted License Plate Recognition (VLPR)
Vehicle-Mounted License Plate Recognition (VLPR) technology offers the potential to reducing
staff and labor costs, resulting in long term savings. License plate recognition parking
enforcement systems replace the standard tire chalking and ticket citation process. Through a
combination of license plate recognition, image capture, and GPS technology, the software
records vehicle location, time/date, and license plate number. When an enforcement officer
returns to a specific block for a second time, the software scans plates again, notifying the
officer when it detects a vehicle that has been parked longer than the posted time limits. The
officer can then make a visual confirmation that the plate matches the pictures captured by the
LRP system, and issue a citation. LPR technology can also be programmed to enforce RPP
regulations, accessing a database of license plate numbers with the appropriate permit.
Indeed, the key to any successful residential parking system is the ability to enforce the
program. On-street staffing has been the more traditional enforcement system but over the
last five years LPR has become more and more prevalent in the industry.
On-street staffing. While this has been the typical way to enforce parking over the years, it is
certainly not the most efficient or cost effective over time. This system requires parking
enforcement officers to walk or drive the residential parking zones. If there is a time limit of
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free parking allowed, within the parking zone, it becomes even more difficult.


Time Restricted Allowed - The enforcement officer needs to manually chalk or
electronically enter all vehicles parked in the zone to start the day. The officer then
returns after the set time limit to enforce all vehicles exceeding the allotted parking
restriction. The officer then chalks or electronically enters all the vehicles within the
parking zone again, to perform a second enforcement round. The second round of
enforcement may not occur, depending on staffing levels as well as time constraints.



No time Limit Allowed – This setup is less restrictive for the officers. The officer patrols
the residential zone and issues citations to vehicles not displaying a valid parking
permit. This allows the officer to get through the parking zones faster and more
efficiently without being restricted by a time limit.

Vehicle-Mounted License Plate Recognition (VLPR, vehicle-mounted). The LPR system
makes use of cameras mounted on a vehicle. A typical setup has cameras mounted on the left
and right side of the vehicle. These cameras are connected to a small computer system within
the vehicle. The entire mobile setup is connected to a home server located in the parking
office, allowing the LPR system to make use of a live data base. As the vehicle patrols the
residential zone, the system takes photographs of the parked vehicles as well as the license
plates. The system works using a time restricted or no permit no park application.


Time Restricted Allowed – The LPR system can be set up to enforce a time limit within
the residential parking zone. The patrol vehicle drives the zone taking photographs of
all vehicles parked in the zone. After the predetermined time limit expires, the patrol
vehicle returns to the residential zone, and the LPR system alerts the enforcement
officer of which cars are in violation. Simultaneously, the LPR system builds a new data
base for the next set of enforcement rounds.



No Time Limit Allowed - The LPR system is not held to a time limitation, which allows
the enforcement officer to patrol the residential zones, at any time, issuing citations to
those vehicles not displaying a valid parking permit.

When making use of LPR, it is highly recommended that all residential permits be entered into
the LPR server. By doing so, the on-street enforcement vehicle will access the current data
base information on the permitted vehicles, effectively eliminating those vehicles from coming
up as a violation. As a result, LPR increases the enforcement officer’s efficiency in all zones
because the officer will no longer be required to stop and manually check each and every
vehicle. Thus, expediting enforcement by significantly reducing the time required for each
zone.
The LPR system is capable of interfacing with pay-by-cell technology as well. This is very
important if payment is allowed within the residential zone to mitigate out of any restrictions.
The LPR can also be set up to communicate with NCIC and CCIC to alert the enforcement
officer if the vehicle is associated with any Wants and Warrants.
While the associated capital costs of an LPR system are rather high (between $45,000 and
$70,000), many cities report that the increase in parking citation revenue can cover these
expenses. For example, the City of Tampa, Florida estimates that their LPR system results in the
collection of an additional $20,000 of citation revenue per year.7

7

City of Seattle Parking Management Study: http://www.ci.seattle.wa.us/transportation/pdf/SeattleParkingStudyFinalReport.pdf
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Figure 7

Vehicle-Mounted LPR in Santa Cruz, CA (left) and Boulder, CO (right)

Image Sources: Cities of Santa Cruz, CA and Boulder, CO

Days, hours, and type of enforcement
As mentioned above, we propose Manitou Springs invest in license plate recognition technology
to enforce RPP regulations, as well as other current and future parking regulations. LPR
technology offers the potential to reducing staff and labor costs, as well as increasing citation
revenue, resulting in long term savings.
RPP regulation enforcement could follow the following schedule:


Zone 1:


Priced Parking 6:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders exempt)



Permit Parking Only 5:00 PM – 6:00 AM



Zone 2: 2-Hour Parking 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders exempt)



Zone 3: 2-Hour Parking 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 7 days a week (permit holders exempt)

As shown in Figure 8, during peak times the Ruxton Avenue corridor exhibits high levels of
demand beginning at 6:00 AM and declining rapidly by 4:00 PM. As such, RPP enforcement
should occur over a longer timespan than in Zones 2 and 3. Additionally, stakeholders and City
staff raised the issue of non-resident overnight parking near the Barr and Incline Trails.
Restricting parking in Zone 1 to residents only during evening hours will limit overnight parking
spillover in these areas and encourage use of the priced Barr Lot that is intended for these uses.
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Figure 8

On- and Off-Street Utilization in the Ruxton Avenue Area

Source: Manitou Incline Site Development and Management Plan, Cities of Colorado Springs and Manitou Springs (2011) – Data collected Saturday
May 22, 2010

Successful Examples – Enforcement Hours
The hours of program operation are typically based on the nature of surrounding
nonresidential land uses. In areas where parking demand is primarily a function of local
employment or proximity to transit stations, operation is focused on weekdays during daytime
hours. In areas where shopping and entertainment uses are common, hours may cover evenings
and weekends. An example is West Hollywood, CA. As a major entertainment destination,
West Hollywood sees a surge of visitors to certain portions of the city during the evening and
weekend hours. To address the need for varying hours of enforcement depending on location,
West Hollywood varies timing restrictions by district. In some of the existing 11 RPP districts,
parking is restricted at night but not during the day (like those areas near Sunset Boulevard)
and in other areas parking is restricted to permit holders during the day but not at night.

Distribution system
The initial purchase of a permit should be made in person at City Hall to determine
eligibility. Applicants should be required to present their vehicle registration (consistent to an
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address within the RPP zone) and utility bill. Thereafter, renewal could potentially take place
online.
Colorado state law requires new residents to register their vehicle within 30 days of moving to the
state. If a new resident has yet to register his or her vehicle, a temporary RPP permit can be
provided while the registration is being completed.
The consultant team suggests the City hire a Parking Manager to manage the residential permit
program. This reflects the need to manage the City’s parking and transportation program, as well
as RPP; while the Parking Manger will be tasked with managing the RPP program, it will not be
his or her only responsibility. Without VLPR technology, a minimum of three enforcement
officers (preferably four) and an additional position in the summer season are needed to enforce
the current parking regulations as well as the proposed RPP program (currently, the City employs
two full time enforcement officers and an additional officer for the summer season). If the City
elects to purchase VLPR, current staff will be sufficient to enforce both the proposed RPP and
current parking program. A more strategic enforcement schedule will need to be implemented to
allow for maximum coverage and less predictability.

Permit expenses and revenues
The program should at the least cover most if not all administrative expenses. Should the
program generate net revenue, the City should either reduce permit prices or use revenue to
improve the RPP or general City parking demand management program (including the purchase
and installation new equipment and technology, as suggested by the consultant team).
There is potential for a cost-sharing agreement between the Metropolitan Parking District
(Metro), iManitou, and the City of Manitou Springs as a way to fund the recommended Parking
Manager position. This potential agreement warrants further discussion, and would likely be
contingent on the following:


City implementation of a comprehensive parking management approach to both
residential and commercial parking



The Parking Manger also being responsible for Metro lots

Such an agreement would help fund the Parking manager position, and also ensure the
coordinated management of all parking, both on- and off-street.
Figure 9and Figure 10 present a breakdown of expenses and revenues for the RPP Program as
proposed in this memorandum. The charts present two options: Figure 9 assumes the City elects
to purchase VLPR technology, while Figure 10 assumes the City continues current enforcement
practices and uses staff to enforce the RPP system. This analysis represents a rounded, planning-

level order-of-magnitude that will likely need to be refined if the City elects to move forward
with implementation. The assumptions of this analysis are as follows:


With the purchase of LPR, payroll figures include all current staff and the recommended
Parking Manager position (no new enforcement personnel are necessary if the City elects
to purchase and install LPR technology). Without the purchase of LRP, payroll figures
include all current staff, the recommended Parking Manager position, and one extra
enforcement officer. Cost estimates include an increase in staff training and education
expenses.



LPR costs include the installation of one unit, and the yearly service agreement
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Ticket management costs are still TBD; the City is still decided between two different
systems



Costs include the potential replacement of the City enforcement vehicle, if needed



Meter installation and maintenance costs are for Ruxton Avenue only (potential paid
parking Downtown was not a part of this analysis). This analysis includes 12 kiosk meters.



Work stations are needed for LPR and the planning office



Meter revenue (Ruxton only) assumes 20 people parking per day for 180 days and a $5
average payment



Citation revenue assumes 20 tickets per day in RPP zones, $20 per ticket



Permit revenues include additional RPP Permit sales and Lodge Permit sales with an
annual 2% increase



Figure 10 removes the LPR system and relies on increased staff to maintain the RPP
system. All the other assumptions remain. This equates to a Parking Manager, Lead
Officer, two FTE’s and one seasonal officer all receiving a 3% annual increase.

During years we anticipate a subsidy to be needed, revenues from Downtown paid parking are a
potential source to cover this shortfall. Going forward, however, we anticipate the program to
generate revenue, which can be used to either reduce permit, ticket, and/or meter prices, or
improve the RPP program or general City parking management program (including the additional
parking management recommendations found in the final section of this memorandum).

Figure 9

Estimate of Program Expenses and Revenues (with LPR)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Expenses
Payroll

$150,000

$160,000

$160,000

$170,000

$180,000

Equipment/Maintenance/Repair

$240,000

$50,000

$30,000

$30,000

$40,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

($400,000)

($220,000)

($200,000)

($210,000)

($230,000)

$260,000

$260,000

$260,000

$260,000

$260,000

($140,000)

$40,000

$60,000

$50,000

$30,000

Materials/Supplies
Total Expenses
Revenues
Total Revenues
Net

Figure 10

Estimate of Program Expenses and Revenues (without LPR)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Expenses
Payroll

$190,000

$190,000

$200,000

$210,000

$210,000

Equipment/Maintenance/Repair

$190,000

$50,000

$30,000

$30,000

$40,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

($390,000)

($250,000)

($240,000)

($250,000)

($260,000)

$260,000

$260,000

$260,000

$260,000

$260,000

($130,000)

$10,000

$20,000

$10,000

$0

Materials/Supplies
Total Expenses
Revenues
Total Revenues
Net
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While both Figure 9 and Figure 10 assume all needed full-time staff are hired immediately, the
City may also use contract staff to fast-track the roll out of the program (see the Implementation
sections of this report for a description of this possibility). Based on our costs if we were to
implement the RPP program, we estimate the resources for the contract staff necessary for a
three-month rollout to be approximately $37,390 as detailed in Appendix A.

Initiation
As one of the main goals of this project is to
ensure that RPP program recommendations
be developed with community support, we
propose a simple majority (50% + 1)
resident approval be required for RPP
approval.
In the future, if additional areas outside of
the initial RPP zones wish to petition to
create a new RPP zone, the following
procedure should be followed:
1.

Residents must issue complaints to
the City Parking Manager, which in
turn would result in a data collection
effort to determine occupancy
patterns in the proposed new zone.

2. If collected data revealed occupancy
to be higher than an established
occupancy threshold, an inquiry
would be delivered to all the
residences on the block stating that a

Successful Examples – Program
Initiation
Most cities with an RPP require a minimum
number of residents in the proposed RPP area to
sign a petition of support and that a majority of
their residents approve of program
implementation. Required majority levels range
from 50% (Boston, MA and Portland, OR) to
80% (Chicago, IL). Cities also establish a clear
set of guidelines as to how blocks or
neighborhoods can petition to be incorporated
into an RPP program. These processes typically
include data collection to ensure parking
demand and spillover warrants the creation of a
new RPP zone, as well as a petition process. In
order to respond more nimbly to quickly
changing or highly variable parking conditions,
some cities allow or have considered allowing
parking staff to expand or contract residential
parking permit district boundaries, or change
any other RPP program rules and regulations.

3. request to institute permit parking on
the block has been received asking the resident to vote in favor of or against instituting
permit parking. Or, a petition would be circulated among the residents of the affected
block by someone who lives on that particular block.
4. If a simple majority is in favor, the block becomes a permit parking area. A notice is sent
to each household explaining all the rules and regulations. Signs are posted restricting
parking to vehicles with the appropriate residential permit.
5.

The City Parking Manager can expand or contract a residential parking permit district, or
change any other RPP program rules and regulations as needed to respond to parking
management issues.

As described throughout this memorandum, there is a wide range of programmatic options
available for RPP programs. Accordingly, each new street or zone that petitions for inclusion in
the RPP program may see different regulations or program elements implemented due to
differences in parking patterns, demand, and supplies.
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Signage design
The RPP signage should be simple and streamlined, and consistent with best
practices from other communities and character of Manitou Springs’ historic
residential neighborhoods. The signage should also be simple to understand so it is easy for
all motorists to follow the rule and there are no questions about the legitimacy of citations or
other enforcement actions in RPP zones. Implementation of RPP signage also represents a
potential opportunity to develop a unified signage program to create a consistent and
aesthetically-appropriate “look and feel” for not only RPP signs but all other signage as well.
While designing the actual RPP signs is outside the scope of this project, Figure 11 shows two
examples of RPP signage for the City to consider when creating their own signage. At a minimum,
Manitou Springs’ RPP signs should contain the following information:


Enforcement hours and days excepted



Permits accepted



Length of stay allowed without permit



In RPP zones where non-resident visitors are charged for parking: paystation location or
phone number for pay-by-cell

Figure 11

RPP Sign in Mill Valley CA (right) and Washington DC (left)

Image Source: Nelson\Nygaard (left) and Ramon Estrada (right, http://ramonestradaanc2b09.blogspot.com)

Special Issues
As with all planning studies, not all issues can be anticipated; a community’s parking program is a
dynamic system that can constantly change. The recommended Parking Manager will be tasked
with addressing changes to the parking program, as well as special issues that warrant special
consideration and exemptions from parking regulations. For example, certain institutions have
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unique parking needs, such as schools and churches. Many communities grant special parking
privileges to such institutions, including permitted double parking during certain hours. The first
step in addressing such issues is for the Parking Manger to meet with institutional and
neighborhood stakeholders to document the extent of the parking problem. The Parking
Manager, in tandem with City staff, can then devise a context sensitive solution that responds to
both the needs of the institution in question and the surrounding neighborhood.
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Implementation
The implementation of the proposed RPP Program will require action by various City agencies
and departments. This section chronicles the step-by step process of RPP implementation,
identifying portions of the Municipal Code that must be amended, implementation steps,
departmental responsibilities, and a potential timeline for RPP implementation.
The major RPP implementation steps include:


Parking Authority Board (PBA) meeting. The PAB will review and provide advisory
feedback to the City on the final consultant recommendations in this memo.



City Council meetings:





Informational session with City Council. During this meeting, the consultant team
will present their recommendations and be available to answer questions.



First reading. The City Council must approve the consultant’s RPP recommendations
and the necessary amendments elements to the Municipal Code.



Second reading.

Hiring process. The City must hire a Parking Manager and the Police Department may
need to hire additional enforcement officers (if the City does not purchase VLPR). There
are two options available:






City staff:
o

Immediately hire full time City employee as Parking Manager (more time
intensive for City staff and longer RPP implementation timeline.

o

Hire new enforcement staff as needed as the number of block segments included
in RPP grows beyond what existing enforcement staff can handle in addition to
typical enforcement responsibilities and special duties.

Use a consultant as contract staff (less time-intensive for City staff and a fast-tracked
RPP implementation timeline). If this option is selected the City should
simultaneously conduct a search for the Parking Manager who will then transition
over to running the RPP program.

Equipment procurement and installation.


Payment technology: In areas where paid visitor parking is recommended, we suggest
inviting several parking kiosk vendors to install paystations that meet City
requirements for 30 day trials, enabling residents and visitors to test the various
models. The paystations that perform the best during the 30-day trial can be
procured and installed.



Enforcement technology: If the City elects to use VLPR enforcement technology, the
equipment must be procured and installed on the existing enforcement vehicle.



Residential petition process and City review. Each block segment in each zone will
have to petition via simple majority to be eligible for the program. The City would then
need to conduct a detailed analysis of parking conditions in each zone, though consultant
work to date and previous data collection completed to date from various sources may
suffice for some streets in some of the proposed RPP zones.



Training and internal organization. New and existing staff will need to be trained
regarding program and technology specifics.
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Program rollout. If the City elects to immediately hire full-time City employees for the
Parking Manager position and/or additional enforcement employees, rollout should be
possible by the end of this year or early next year. If the City elects to use contract staff
for program initiation, the program could be up and running by the end of October and
ready to turn over to City employees to manage if desired.

Changes to Municipal Code
The following sections of the Manitou Springs Municipal Code would need to be amended to
create the proposed RPP Program, all of which are contained in Section 10.12 “Parking:”


Section 10.12.010 “Prohibited—Where—When”



Section 10.12.019 “Parking on Upper Ruxton Avenue west of Hydro Street restricted”



Section 10.12.020 “Violation”

Amended sections and/or new sections should mention the following:


RPP zones are places where parking is prohibited, time limited, or for pay during certain
hours for those without a valid permit.



Various program specifics, such as how residents may obtain a permit, how streets or
zones can petition to be a part of the program, the number of permits permitted per
household, etc.



How and where potential revenues from residential parking permits may be used.



It should be noted that the existing RPP area should be retained and incorporated into
any changes to the Municipal Code.



Under current City code, blocking one’s own driving is not currently allowed; an
amendment would be necessary for the implementation of BYOD permits.



Others to be added as needed by City staff or the City Attorney.

Implementation Responsibilities
Figure 12 outlines the necessary RPP implementation steps, as well as departmental/
organizational responsibilities.
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Figure 12

Implementation Responsibilities Matrix

Implementation
Step

Description

Lead
Implementer(s)

Note(s)

1

City Council Work Session

City/Consultant Team

Date TBD.

2

PAB Meeting

City Staff

August, 2012 – final review of recommended program

3

City Council Meeting #1

City Staff

September, 2012 – final review of recommended program

4

Draft Edits to Municipal Code

City Staff

Section 10.12 “Parking”

5

City Council Meeting #2

City Staff

September, 2012 – approval of amendments to Municipal Code

6

Hiring Process

City Staff and MSPD

The City must hire a Parking Manager and the Police Department may
need to hire additional enforcement officers (if the City does not
purchase VLPR). There are two options available: immediately hire full
time staff (more time intensive), or use contract staff for a short term
transition to RPP, then conduct a search for full time permanent
employees at a later date.

7

Equipment Procurement &
Installation

City Staff (Planning,
Metro, and iManitou),
Equipment providers,
and MSPD

Includes inviting several parking kiosk vendors to install meters that
meet City requirements for 30 day trials, enabling residents and visitors
to test the various models. This would ensure the customer friendliness
of purchased kiosks and their appropriateness for the Manitou Springs
parking system. This step also includes procurement and installation of
VLPR technology and RPP signage.

8

Residential Petition and City
Review

Community and City
Staff

Each zone will have to petition via simple majority to be eligible for the
program. The City would then need to conduct a detailed analysis of
parking conditions in each zone, though work and data collection
completed to date from various existing sources may suffice for some or
all of the proposed zones.

9

Training and Organization

City Staff, Equipment
Providers, MSPD

New and existing staff will need to be trained regarding program and
technology specifics.

10

Program Rollout

City Staff or Contract
Staff

Contract Staff is quicker and more cost-effective option to get program
up and running before turning it over to City parking Manager.
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Implementation Timeline
Based upon the implementation steps outlined above, Figure 13 and Figure 14 are estimated
timelines for RPP implementation, one assuming the use of full-time staff (Figure 13), the other
assuming the City will hire contract staff to expedite program rollout (Figure 14). The use of short
term contract staff will speed program rollout by over a month, due to the shorter hiring process
and quicker petition and review processes. If the City elects to immediately hire full time
employees, rollout should be possible within five months . If the City elects to use contract staff,
the program could be up and running within just over three months.
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Figure 13

RPP Implementation Timeline (Full Time Staff)

Implementation Step
1 City Council Work Session
2 PAB Meeting
3 City Council Meeting #1
4 Draft Edits to Municipal Code
5 City Council Meeting #2
6 Hiring Process
7 Equipment Procurement & Installation
8 Residential Petition and City Review
9 Training and Organization
10 Program Rollout

Figure 14
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RPP Implementation Timeline (Contract Staff)

Implementation Step
1 City Council Work Session
2 PAB Meeting
3 City Council Meeting #1
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RPP-Supportive Parking Management Recommendations
In addition to the recommended RPP program outlined in the preceding sections, the consultant
team proposes the following suite of parking management techniques to ensure the efficacy of the
RPP program, minimize potential spillover concerns caused by RPP implementation, and
maximize the general efficiency and customer friendliness of the parking system in Manitou
Springs. Each suggested recommendation should be further studied and evaluated by the City to
determine program specifics and implementation steps.

RECOMMENDATION #1: IMPLEMENT PAID PARKING IN DOWNTOWN MANITOU
SPRINGS IN TANDEM WITH OR IMMEDIATELY AFTER RPP IMPLEMENTATION

Description
The implementation of paid parking in Downtown Manitou Springs would entail the elimination
of the current “3-Hour” on-street time restrictions and the installation of multi-space meters
covering various Downtown streets and blocks. Prices should be set to achieve target occupancy
rates of 85%, the industry-standard for on-street spaces. Both the City of Manitou Springs, CO
Parking Management Study (Carl Walker, Inc., December 21 2007) and the Downtown Manitou
Springs On-Street Parking Memorandum (Casey Jones, January 1, 2011) recommend the
implementation of paid parking in Downtown Manitou Springs. Multiple stakeholders
interviewed as a part of this process confirmed their desire for paid parking Downtown.

Rationale for Implementation
The primary rationale for parking meters in Downtown Manitou Springs is to make parking
more convenient and accessible for residents and visitors. Finding an on-street parking
space in many parts of Downtown, especially during the summer, can be very difficult because
motorists will always attempt to seek out free on-street spaces rather than pay for parking in an
off-street lot. By using moderate pricing signals, meters can effectively regulate demand and more
evenly distribute vehicles among the other parking assets in Downtown and city-wide. The use of
the meters and pricing has been shown to reduce the incidence of parking violations and the
number of tickets issued to motorists in other jurisdictions.
Paid parking Downtown will also complement RPP Program goals, encouraging the use of prime
“front-door” parking spaces by shoppers, increasing turnover, and incentivizing the use of offstreet or satellite lots by long-term visitors or employees. Implementing paid parking will also
curtail any potential spillover that results from RPP implementation.
A target occupancy rate of 85% is an effective industry-standard for on-street spaces. In other
words, maintaining 15% vacancy rates for on-street stalls will help ensure an “effective parking
supply.” It is at these occupancy levels that roughly one space per block is available, making
searching or “cruising” for parking unnecessary. At this level of occupancy, at even the busiest
hour about one out of every seven or eight spaces will be available, or approximately one empty
space on each block face. This provides enough vacancies so that visitors can easily find a spot
near their destination when they first arrive. Prices should be set (and adjusted) to achieve this
target occupancy rate.
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Multi-space Meters
Pay-and-display Meters
Pay-and-display meters can be placed on existing
light or utility poles and serve roughly 10 to 30
parking spaces each. People must park, walk to
the meter where they receive a receipt and return
to their vehicle to display the receipt on their
dashboard. Pay-and-display meters cost
approximately $10,000 to $12,000. These meters
have minimal maintenance costs; operating costs
vary depending on the type of power system
used. Some pay-by-space meters can use solarpower, keeping operational costs very low and
requiring no utility work for installation (battery
powered meters are also available).
Pay-by-space Meters
Multi-space pay-by-space meters require onstreet parking stalls be numbered. They are more
convenient to motorists because they are not
required to return to their cars. Similar to payand-display meters, operational and maintenance
Pay-and-display meter in Portland, OR
costs are minimal, and many new models can
Source: Flickr user Ian Broyles
support pay-by-phone technology. Finally, such
meters have substantially lower enforcement costs, as enforcement staff do not have to inspect
each vehicle, and can instead utilize handheld devices. Although such meters require each space to
be numbered, this can be down in an inexpensive and conspicuous manner, typically with stencils
on the curb. Pay-by-space meters cost between $7,000 and $10,000 per unit.
In-car Meters
In-car meters are small mirror-hanging units that can be purchased from cities and that can store
prepaid parking time. Users can turn the meters on when they leave their vehicle and turn it off
when they return. In-car meters are popular because they work in real time and people can avoid
over or underpaying. Some of these meters operate using cellular technology, allowing people to
pay-by-phone with a credit card. Time is then credited to a central database and the in-car meter
“calls” the central computer when the meter is in operation.
Wireless / Pay-by-phone
Pay-by Phone technology allows a driver to pay a parking fare via cell phone, mobile phone
application, or computer. Motorists can receive a reminder text when their time is almost up, and
can add time without returning to their vehicle or parking meter. Receipts are available via email.
Typically these programs require pre-registration. Pay-phone technology reduces maintenance
and operational costs associated with meters, fare collection, and ticketing.
These meters typically require wireless technology, which can increase setup and maintenance
costs, but also offer the potential benefit of creating a free, publicly available wireless network
for the area in which the meters are installed.
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Next Steps
The Casey Jones Parking study outlines key recommendations that will likely need to be updated
and refined so that any future paid parking system will align with the recommended RPP
Program. Updates and refinements could include additional data collection, public outreach, and
a pricing sensitivity analysis. Given the likelihood of RPP implementation within this calendar
year, paid parking should be implemented in the most time efficient way possible, perhaps
including the use of contract staff to get the program up and running.
The City should also consider, as an interim step, reducing time limits on commercial streets from
3 hours to 2 hours (during the hours of 8:00 AM and 6:00 PM). This will help encourage turnover
on busy streets during peak periods before priced parking is implemented.

RECOMMENDATION #2: CREATE A SYSTEM OF SATELLITE PARKING LOTS AND
SHUTTLE SERVICES DURING TIMES OF PEAK DEMAND

Description
The City should identify an underutilized peripheral parking lot and institute shuttle services
during peak summer months and/or events. Strategies to incentivize the use of this lot could
include price discounts as compared to paid parking Downtown, prize giveaways, etc.

Rationale for Implementation
While the implementation of the RPP Program and priced Downtown parking are parking
management techniques to address parking issues during times of peak demand, the
implementation of remote parking/shuttle services is a longer term solution to the structural
parking deficit in Manitou Springs. The recent leasing of Tajine lot behind Memorial Park as
remote parking for COG employees can serve as an example for City efforts. A 14-person shuttle is
provided for COG railway employees at 30 minute headways (with non-employees allowed to ride
for free if space available).

Next Steps
The City should study any potential lot locations, funding strategies, and partnerships that would
make the satellite parking program a reality during times of peak demand.

RECOMMENDATION #3: INSTITUTE A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF PARKING
SPECIFIC WAYFINDING

Description
Wayfinding strategies seek to efficiently coordinate movement within a district, pointing users of
all modes of travel to the best access routes for their destination. Wayfinding is an important part
of a comprehensive circulation and parking management strategy, improving the customerfriendliness of a neighborhood or district while also better distributing parking demand
throughout a variety of parking facilities and directing visitors to major destinations.
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Rationale for Implementation
Currently, Manitou Springs exhibits various “hot-spots” of parking demand such as Downtown
and the Ruxton Avenue corridor. One reason for this concentration of demand is likely the lack of
a consistent and adequate wayfinding system pointing motorists to other parking facilities,
meaning many visitors are unaware of the proximity and availability of additional non-“front
door” spaces, both on-street and off-street. Parking wayfinding signage would better distribute
parking demand to currently underutilized on- and off-street facilities.
In general, wayfinding is a particularly important strategy during peak summer months, when a
large portion of those traveling to and through Manitou Springs are not familiar with the area.
The general benefits of a wayfinding system include the following:


Directs motorists to
underutilized off-street
facilities and satellite lots,
freeing up the most convenient
“front-door” curbside spaces,
and maximizing the efficiency
of a parking system.



Reduces traffic caused by cars
“cruising” for on-street parking.



Dispels perceived (but not
actual) shortages in parking



Directs motorists, bicyclists,
and pedestrians to the best
access routes for their
destination.

Parking Wayfinding
Source: SFpark



Directs those on foot or on bike to the safest bicycle and pedestrian routes, as well as to
the location of bicycle parking spaces, showers, changing facilities, and other bicycle and
pedestrian amenities.



Improves conditions for alternative modes, supporting various Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) objectives, reducing vehicle trips to a specific area, and reducing the
need for vehicle parking.

In sum, a coordinated wayfinding system for all modes of transportation will increase the
customer-friendliness of Manitou Springs, pointing visitors to various destinations, amenities,
and parking facilities. However, the general tradeoffs of a wayfinding system include additional
capital costs for the City and additional operational and maintenance costs for parking signage.

Next Steps
The City should study potential locations for wayfinding signage, typically including:


At the traditional entrances to Downtown or other districts



At the entrances to major off-street facilities



Along heavily used bicycle and pedestrian routes

Wayfinding is most effective when it is consistent; all signage should be produced in a similar
style, and organized by type (parking, bicycle/pedestrian, vehicle, retail). Regardless of the
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particular signage installation utilized, good design that is consistent with and supports the
character of the neighborhood is critical for all signage elements.

RECOMMENDATION #4: MOVE PARKING ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES BACK
TO POLICE DEPARTMENT

Description and Rationale for Implementation
To better handled the increase in enforcement need and staffing, we recommend that parking
enforcement responsibilities be once again taken on by the Manitou Springs Police Department.
Planning staff should still handle all administration duties, and the Parking Manager should be
located in the Planning Department to ensure that parking is coordinated with other planning
initiatives. Furthermore, we recommend that parking revenues from paid parking and citations
should go into a parking enterprise fund overseen by the City Parking Manager to ensure that
parking control officers are adequately staffed to handle Manitou Springs’ growing parking
enforcement needs and not called away from their core enforcement duties to support the Police
Department except in the case of emergencies.

Next Steps
The City should perform an internal analysis to determine where the parking management and
enforcement functions best fit within the City’s structure. The City should institute a hiring
process for additional parking enforcement staff if it does not elect to purchase VLPR technology.
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Next Steps for the Consultant Team
Based on our project schedule, we believe our contractually-scoped next steps are to:
1.

Present these recommendations to City Council

In addition, there are several optional next steps we could assist the City with (additional budget
resources would be required):
1.

Support the City in incorporating the regulations recommended in this memo into
ordinance language for Council adoption of the RPP program.

2. Should City Council choose to adopt the RPP program: assist the City with
implementation of RPP program until such time as the program transitions over to City
staff.
3. Assist the City with developing recommendations and implementing “RPP-Supportive
Parking Recommendations” as discussed in this memo (e.g. paid parking on commercial
streets, satellite parking areas connected by shuttle, etc).
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APPENDIX A
Contract Staffing Budget Estimate

Manitou Springs
RPP Implementation

THREE MONTH TERM IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET

Nelson\Nygaard Consulting
Associates

Nelson\Nygaard Labor Costs

Total Billing Rate
Description
TASK 1: Project
Coordination/Kickoff Meeting
to confirm Schedule, Roles,
Responsibilities
Kickoff Meeting
Project Administration and
Management
Weekly As Needed Status
Report Meetings (via phone)
TASK 2: Initiate and Oversee
Equipment Procurement and
Installation per Councilapproved RPP Program
TASK 3: Develop Program
Materials

Nelson

Ware

Petrone

Principal

Consult
Assoc.

Assoc.
Planner

Admin

$148.00

$148.00

$97.00

$75.00

6

6

Intern
Total
$48.00

Hours

Total

Mail

NN
Labor

Phone

Printing

5%

Total

Fax

Copies

Mark
Up

Cost

Cost

8

20

$2,552

10

14

$1,562

15

20

50

$6,380

8

2

10

$1,378

4
15

Expenses

Travel

Meals

$312

$25

$10

$30

$112

$10

$18

$2,927

$0

$1,562

$2

$6,412

$6

$1,496

4

4

10

20

$3,114

6

4

10

30

50

$3,890

1

5

5

15

41

$3,218

2

15

4

21

$2,904

10

10

20

$2,960

$3,114

TASK 4: Manage
Neighborhood Outreach to
Early Adopters (Ruxton, etc),
Petition Process, and Data
Collection to Verify Eligibility
$0

$3,890

$12

$3,460

$0

$2,904

$55

$4,115

TASK 5: Oversee Information
Requests, Permit Applications
via Phone and E-mail (City
Staff handle walk-in info
requests and in-person permit
verification), and Permit
Issuance via Mail
15

$200

$30

TASK 6: Training City Staff
and Setting Up Internal
Program Management
Protocols for Transition to
City Staffing
In Person Visits
$1,000

$100

Contingency
$7,470
TOTAL

48

67

69

15

65

226

$27,958

$1,624

$125

Notes:


Task 3: program materials include petitions, permit applications, FAQs/fact sheets, and website content.

$90

$30

$93

$37,390



Task 4: petition process includes receipt of zone petitions and generation of short memos for each zone, either approving or denying
RPP participation.



Task 5: includes all processing and information request duties.



Task 6: includes in person training and generation of training manual.



In person visits: for meetings with city staff / officials and presentations to boards/commissions or community group presentations
(assumes City will cover hotel costs).



Contingency: for unforeseen project needs that can't be anticipated at this time (such as additional meetings, troubleshooting, etc.).
Will only be used with written authorization.

